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1. The phrase 6+ 763 in 2Sam 22:35 = Ps 18:35 and Job 20:24 has been routinely
translated “bronze or brass bow.”1 So did at least the Versions and the standard
English translations (KJV, NKJV, NASB, RSV, Webster, Young, Derby, ASV,
NJPS).2 Some Jewish medieval commentators take 6+ 763 as “bronze bow”
(Abarbanel) and some consider 6+ a metaphor for strength, i.e. “strong bow, hard
to pull bow” (Rashi, Kimchi, Ralbag).
2. Certainly, the phrase 6+ 763 cannot mean “a bow made of brass or bronze.”
Neither of these materials is practical for construction of the bow’s body, which has
to be light and pliable.3 For the same reason the phrase cannot mean “brass or bronze
plated bow” or “arc composite bound and/or inlaid with bronze.”4 Metal plating of
the body, even of ornamental kind, would undermine its pliability, increase its
weight, and hamper aiming without adding any advantages. Perhaps, some
ceremonial bows or bows used for votive purposes were of this kind.5 However,
neither a metal bow nor a metal plated bow that was used for warfare has ever been
found in any archeological excavations, though it would have had a better chance for
preservation than the wood based bow.
3. The phrase 6+ 763 cannot mean “strong bow, hard to pull bow” either.6 Iron and
bronze are often used in the Hebrew Bible as symbols of strength (Job 40:18, Deut
33:25, Jer 15:12, Am 1:3), however, it is difficult to see how a metaphor based on a
known impracticality of making brass or bronze bows could convey a meaningful
concept of unusual strength.7 It seems prudent to reject both “bronze or brass bow”
and “strong bow, hard to pull bow, or solid bow” as suitable interpretations for
6+ 763. What is then the meaning of6+ 763?
4. Dahood interpreted the 6+ 763 of Ps 18:35 as “the miraculous bow,” taking
6+ from 6+ in the sense of “practice divination, to charm, enchant,” 8 and
translated
1. Who trained my hands for battle
2. Lowered the miraculous bow into my hand.
5. He related it to the episode of the bow (allegedly miraculous) crafted by the artisan
god Kothar in the Aqhat legend (2 Aqht v 9-13) for the hunt-goddess Anath. In
Dahood’s view the concept of the “marvelous bow” of Ps 18:35 = 2Sam 22,
however, must be distinguished from the homonymous and much contested “bronze
bow” of the passage in Job 20:24.9 One may well doubt that an alien concept as a
“charmed bow” would find such positive billing in this pious Davidic psalm (Deut
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18:10, Lev 19:26).10 One may also wonder whether6+ 763, which appears to be
a terminus technicus, should be translated entirely differently in essentially two of its
only biblical occurrences.11 Similarly, Driver’s attempt to consider “bow” in Job
20:24 synecdoche for “arrow” should be rejected, since it does not provide a
reasonable sense in 2Sam 22:35 = Ps 18:35.12 Driver’s approach leads him to the
strange conclusion that the translation “bow of steel” for 6+ 763 in 2Sam 22:35
= Ps 18:35 “though wrong, at any rate has the merit of making sense.”13
6. Bruno suggested that 6+ does not mean in Ps 18:35 “copper” but is the Niphal of
the root 6, “make haste,” though such a form is not attested in the Hebrew Bible.14
Bruno’s suggestion is not only alien to Biblical Hebrew, a ‘quick bow’ does not
even exist in archery. Tournay and Schwab understand 6+ 763 as referring to a
bow that can shoot bronze-tipped arrows (l’arc qui lance la flèche d’airaine).15
However, there is no evidence that such a distinction between bows existed in those
time. Moreover, nowhere in the Hebrew Bible is the material of the arrowhead
specified and accordingly the arrow designated, though bronze-tipped arrows
existed. Schmuttermayr, suggests deleting 6+ in 2Sam 22:35 = Ps 18:35. This
would improve the rhythm and concur with the L-recension of the Septuagint for 2
Samuel.16 However, Schmuttermayr’s reasons for the deletion are not compelling
and the occurrence in Job 20:24 clearly speaks against it.
7. The only possible meaning that has not been suggested for 6+ is “snake-like,
serpentine.” The shape formed by a moving snake corresponds admirably to the
shape of the wooden body of a double-convex bow. The meaning “snake-like bow”
would be quite natural for the double-convex bow in the agricultural society of
David’s time. There is ample archeological evidence for rather early use of the
double-convex bow. Double-convex bows have been depicted on Egyptian artifacts
(cylinder seal, Hunters’ Slate Palette) from the 4th millennium BCE.17 Keel, in his
study of symbolism in the biblical world brings a number of illustrations of the
double convex bow. For instance, Pharaoh is instructed by his gods in the use of the
double convex bow18, the double convex bows of Pharaoh’s enemies are trampled19,
etc.
8. Because in the “snake-like bow” the cord was very close (almost flush) to the pointof-grip of the bow it allowed full extension of the cord-pulling arm and imparting to
the arrow great momentum, and consequently great range.20 Its relatively small size
gave much aiming flexibility and convenient portability. However, it was not easy to
hold steady the “snake-like bow” when aiming, since the grip was at an apex of a
convexity rather then concavity (as in a single arc bow). Consequently, some extra
training and guidance (7+ [2Sam 22], or the alternative form 7+ [Ps 18]) was
required for controlling the “snake-like bow” when it was aimed. The unusual
snake-like shape of the bow’s body required finding suitable wood and a process of
shaping making the production of such bows expensive. Yadin estimates that the
double-convex bow was used in Egypt and Israel for a long time.21 Eventually the
double-convex bow was replaced by the composite bow. It is not clear whether the
double-convex bow was used in David’s time. Perhaps the texts in which
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6+ 763 occurs are of an earlier period in which the snake-like bow was still
used, or this bow was used in David’s day, or it was nostalgically referred to in
poetic works.
9. The derivation of 6+ “snake-like” from 6+ “snake” finds support in the
occurrence of *76+ for the bronze serpent in 2Kgs 18:4. It has been suggested that
*76+ = *7 + 6+, *7! +6+ 22, or *7! + 6+23, with 6+ = “snake.” Thus the
forms 6+ and 6+ from 6+ (“snake”) would appear possible.24 Similarly
derived forms would be /% “tame, cattle-like” (Mic 7:5) from /% “cattle” (Deut
7:15), or 4“cedar-like, strong” (Ez 27:24) from 4 “cedar” (Ez 17:23).
10. Finally, the interpretation of 6+ 763 as “snake-like bow” is contextually
meaningful in all of its occurrences in the Hebrew Bible. The texts of 2Sam 22:35
and Ps 18:35 differ only in the archaic  of 7+ (Ps 18:35), and can be treated as
being the same.26 As to the meaning of 7+/7+, some find that the Versions
support a reading 7+/7+ and a meaning similar to it.27 If no emendations are
admitted still the root of 7+/7+ is at issue. It has been suggested that its root is
77 “break,” 7+ “descend, land,” or + “set.”28 These roots led to the following
meanings for 7+/7+, “You made” (Septuagint on Ps 18, Vulgate), “seizes, takes
hold” (Targum), “strengthens” (Peshitta), “You laid, You lowered” (Ibn Ezra,
Ralbag, Young), “is broken” (Septuagint on 2Sam 22, Kimchi, KJV, Webster), “can
bend” (Rashi, NKJV, NJPS, RSV, NASB, Darby, ASV).29 BDB note that according
to most commentators 7+ means “cause to descend = press down.”30 Unfortunately,
neither of the suggested meanings for 7+/7+ is an adequate parallel for )%)
“teach, instruct.” Couroyer suggested that 7+/7+ refers to the stringing of the
cord of the bow, which was a difficult exercise, and that it is a good equivalent of
"4.31 In that case it would be an entirely new meaning for 7+/7+ without any
etymological support from cognate languages. Reider assumed that 7+/7+ is
cognate with the Arabic nفt, whose primary meaning is “to hew, to sculpt, to
fashion out of hard material.”32 Reider finds this expression as very apt, since it
emphasizes both the strength and pliability of the arms. Yet one would be hard
pressed to find a basis for parallelism between “train” and “fashion,” or a cogent
need for “brass arms” in battle.
11. It seems more logical to assume that 7+/7+ is the Qal perfect 2 ms. of + “lead,
guide” (Ex 15:13, Ps 77:21).33 This assumption requires only a revocalization of the
MT yet provides a good parallel to )%) “teach, instruct” as well as good sense for
the hemistich. Because it was difficult to keep steady the “snake-like bow” when
aiming, David ascribed his prowess with this bow to God’s guidance, saying “He
trains my hands for battle, and guides a snake-like bow [in] my arms.” This sense for
7+/7+ may not be altogether that far from what Driver suggested: derive
7+/7+ from + in the sense of the Arabic naفa “aim, direct.” 34
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12. The understanding of 6+ 763 in Job 20:24 suffered from an incorrectly
perceived synonymous parallelism in which 0%7  !4, 763  36+, and
%4 6+. This parallelism convinced commentators that 6+ must be a metal
(bronze or brass). However, while 36+  763 is a relation of likes (weapons and
weapon(s)), 0%7  !4 is a relation of likes only in sharing the sense “go
through.”35 The two are, however, opposites with respect to where the “going
through” takes place. In the case of it is near-by, while in the case of it is at a
distance.36 Consequently, the relation  is not uniform for the paired elements. To
restore uniformity in the parallelism it is necessary to view it as consisting of an
antithetic parallelism in which 0%7  !4 and (6+ 763)  (%4 36+). In the
relation (6+ 763)  (%4 36+) short-range weapons (containing metals) are
related to long-range weapons (not containing metals). The conclusion from Job
20:24 must be that 6+ 763 was a far-reaching weapon, as the “snake-like bow”
with its arrows was. The verse is telling that anyone who will escape the metal
weapons (axes, maces, swords, etc.) of close quarters combat, would be pierced
through by the long-range weapons as the snake-like bow. Zophar the Naamathite
describes the effectiveness of God’s anger in standard military terms “fleeing from
metal (close quarters) weapons he is pierced by [an arrow of] a snake–like bow (long
range weapon).”37 In this interpretation it is assumed that the phrase “[an arrow of]”
is an ellipsis (cf. Isa 41:2).
13. In conclusion, interpreting the technical military term ʤʹʥʧʰ ʺʹʷ as “snake-like bow”
provides a contextually meaningful and uniform sense for its occurrences in the
Hebrew Bible.38
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